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L'ENERGIE ATOMIQUE DU CANADA, LIMITEE

Système automatique d'inspection en service
par courant de Foucault des tubes de générateurs de vapeur

employés dans les centrales nucléaires

par

N.S. Wells

Résumé

Des études entreprises dans les Laboratoires nucléaires de Chalk
River avant 1974, ont permis d'établir le coût et l'efficacité d'un
système d'inspection en service grandement amélioré, c'est-à-dire
capable non seulement d'identifier la cause de la défaillance mais
aussi d'établir la forme de la courbe de détérioration à vie du tube.
Un système prototype comprenant une instrumentation télécommandée reliée
par une ligne de transmission numérique à une remorque d'instruments et
de contrôle située en dehors du confinement du réacteur, a été conçu et
fabriqué. Une commission électrique lui fait actuellement subir des
essais in situ. Le projet a été réalisé grâce à un contrat de dévelop-
pement financé par Ontario Hydro.

Les tubes (Monel 400) de générateurs de vapeur sont inspectés, deux
à la fois, au moyen d'un système unique en son genre comprenant une sonde
à courant de Foucault absolu contrôlée par deux commandes télécommandées
à une vitesse de balayage atteignant 0.5 m/s. Les sondes sont mises en
place sur la plaque tubulaire par un mécanisme léger (1.5 kg), actionné
par microprocesseur, se déplaçant sur la plaque tubulaire. Des signaux
de contrôle numérique et de données sont transmis jusqu'à la remorque de
contrôle distante de 300 m. Dans cette remorque, des ordinateurs de
contrôle et d'analyse extraient les informations voulues des signaux et
les présentent sous la forme condensée de graphiques immatriculés sur des
consoles de tubes à rayons cathodiques, ce qui permet de faire des éva-
luations visuelles ±n situ. On peut également obtenir des résultats sur
papier pour chaque tube inspecté (un par minute). Les données condensées
sont stockées sur rubans magnétiques afin que l'on puisse effectuer d'autres
analyses extérieures et faire des comparaisons avec d'autres inspections.
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ATOMIC ENERGY OF CANADA LIMITED

AN AUTOMATED EDDY CURRENT IN-SERVICE
INSPECTION SYSTEM FOR NUCLEAR STEAM GENERATOR TUBING

by

N.S. Wells

ABSTRACT

Studies undertaken at Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories prior
to 1974 established the cost effectiveness of a greatly
improved in-service inspection system i.e., one capable of
identifying not only the cause of failure but also establish-
ing the shape of the tube lifetime deterioration curve. A
prototype system incorporating remotely controlled instrumen-
tation linked by a digital transmission line to an instrument
and control trailer outside the reactor containment has been
designed and manufactured and is presently undergoing field
tests by the power utility. The project was carried out as a
development contract funded by Ontario Hydro.

The (Monel 400) steam generator tubes are scanned two at a
time using a unique design of absolute eddy current probe
under control of two remotely operated probe drives at a
scanning speed of 0.5 m/s. The probes are positioned on the
tubesheet by a light weight (1.5 kg) microprocessor operated
tubesheet walker mechanism. Digitized control and data
signals are transmitted up to 300 m to the control trailer.
There the control and analysis computers extract the relevant
signal information and present it in condensed form as
labelled graphics on CRT consoles for on-line visual assess-
ment. Hard copy output is also provided for each tube
scanned (one per minute). Condensed data is archived on
magnetic tapes for additional off-line analysis and compari-
sons with other inspections.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A world survey of nuclear plant heat exchangers carried out
by AECL in 1971(1)*showed steam generator tube failures were
extensive, frequent and costly. Although the CANDU reactor
steam generator tube performance had been excellent, it was
recognized that the large number of tubes used in the
Pickering reactor steam generators provided an interface area
which was highly vulnerable to leaks with a corresponding
loss of heavy water from the primary to secondary systems.
Even small heavy water leaks would incur serious cost
penalties, for example the power production cost of one (540
MWe) Pickering unit would be doubled by a chronic heavy water
leak rate of 50 kg/h. This leakage rate could be produced by
a single 1 mm diameter hole in the steam generator tubing
wall, at nominal reactor operating temperature and pressure.
No safety standards, or permitted station discharge levels
for tritium, general gamma activity, radio-iodine or noble
gases would be exceeded at the above leak rate under
otherwise normal conditions of operation. Further studies
concluded that for the low tube failure rate projected for
the Pickering reactors a large number of tubes per steam
generator would have to be inspected to ensure a reasonable
probability of success in detecting any tube defect(2).

Each of the eight Pickering reactors has twelve steam
generators located in two opposing rows of six inside each
reactor containment. Details of a typical Pickering steam
generator are shown in Figure 1. Tube details are listed in
Table 1. Note that the limiting tube bend radius is
determined by the mechanical dimensions of the eddy current
probe, the cable connector and the drive cable. A prototype
semi-automatic inspection system was built to assess the
problems likely to be encountered for an eddy current
inspection involving hundreds of tubes in an active
environment. This system used a remotely operated probe
drive with the controls and instrumentation outside the
reactor containment. Field tests using this equipment were
made at Pickering Unit 2 in June 1974 during a scheduled
shutdown. The maximum inspection rate achieved was 4 tubes
per hour. A test crew dose penalty of 4.7 man-rem was
incurred in this inspection of 51 tubes.

2. AUTOMATED SYSTEM OBJECTIVES

Following evaluation of the results and experience gained
with the semi-automatic system a proposal was made to Ontario
Hydro recommending the development of a remotely controlled

*This survey is carried out annually; see reference 6 for the
most recent report in this series.
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PICKERING A G.S.
STEAM GENERATOR DETAILS

NUMBER OF REACTORS - 4

STEAM GENERATORS PER REACTOR - 12

TUBE MATERIAL - MONEL 400

TUBES/STEAM GENERATOR - 2600

AVERAGE TUBE LENGTH -18.5m

TUBE ID - 10.2 mm

TUBE OD - 12.7 mm

- 97.6 mm
(3=732 in.)

MAXIMUM POSSIBLE NUMBER OF - 2237
FULL LENGTH TUBE SCANS (86% total tubes)

PARTIAL SCANS (STRAIGHT - 229
PORTIONS ONLY)

PROBABLE NO. UNTESTED TUBES - 134
(5% total tubes)

T A B L E I

LIMITING TUBE
BEND RADIUS

EVENT
LOCATION
NUMBERS

PRE-HEATER : =
BAFFLES i i §

LATTICE
BAR
ASSEMBLIES

-®
TUBESHEET

D20 INLET Dz0 OUTLET

Fig. 1 Steam Generator Details
and Tube Support Plate Locations

Fig. 3 CANSCAN Probe Drive Units

Fig. 2 CANSCAN System Block Diagram
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automatic eddy current inspection system for Pickering
Nuclear Generating Station. The proposed system would;

- utilize eddy current inspection techniques to assess the
steam generator tubing wall integrity;

- provide on-line test results with final assessment
available immediately following inspection;

- eliminate or minimize any man-rem penalty associated with
active steam generator inspection;

- permit 100% inspection of one steam generator within a
scheduled five day shutdown period,

- have the project name "CANSCAN".

The objectives for the proposed system were:-

1) to reduce unscheduled reactor shutdowns by detecting
potential leaks before failure (to be accomplished by
planned periodic inspection of a complete steam generator
during a scheduled shutdown);

2) to establish the form of the steam generator lifetime
deterioration curve (to identify not only causes of
failure but also establish the likely incidence of
failures during the unit's service life).

2.1 CANSCAN Specification

Ontario Hydro issued a formal order to AECL in 1974 for the
prototype CANSCAN system based on the following AECL-RC
target specification:-

2.1.1 Duty Cycle

a) simultaneous tube scans - 2
b) probe inspection speed - 0.5 m/s
c) scan time (2 tubes) - 80 s
d) tubesheet walker transfer time - 20 s
e) target inspection time (time to

scan steam generator with
2600 tubes - 0.75 load factor) - 48h

2.1.2 Defect Detection

The minimum detectable defects would be: -

a) tube through-wall hole - 0.3 mm diameter
b) eccentric external wall fretting wear - 0.1 mm

The system electrical signal to noise ratio for a 1.6 mm
(1/16 in.) diameter through hole would be greater than 75:1.
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3. CANSCAN SYSTEM MODULES

The CANSCAN inspection system can be divided Into two major
parts £.) the remotely controlled in-containment equipment; and,
b) the out of containment control and monitoring equipment
located in the trailer as shown in Figure 2. The former can
be subdivided into five modules. These are:-

3.1 Probe Drive

The design was based on units supplied by Teleflex Inc. This
unit uses an accurately pitched helical strand wound on the
outside of a hollow flexible wire cable which engages in
grooves in a driving wheel and provides accurate probe
position information from a geared incremental encoder. It
also ensures positive non-slip motion of the cable relative
to the drive. Signal cables to the probe are located inside
the hollow core and the eddy current probe signals feed out
to the eddy current instruments via high quality slip rings
at the cable drums. Figure 3 is a general view of the two
probe drives in use. Persistent problems due to the load
transmitting characteristics of the original Teleflex cables
could not be overcome and the drives now in use have be?n
modified to operate as friction drives.

3.2 Tube Select Unit (TSU)

The design, development and manufacture of this unit, and the
control system for it, was subcontracted to Bristol
Aerospace Ltd. Winnipeg following a review by AECL-RC of
competitive project bids. As can be seen from Figure 4, it is
a compact, light-weight (1.5 kg), pneumatically operated unit
capable of one-handed installation. The two probe flexible
guide tubes are each clamped to two vortex air cleaning
stations used for cleaning the probe cable and probe on the
return tube scan. Magnetic datum zero switches are located
immediately below each of the air cleaning stations. These
units detect absolute probe position and provide an
independent position check for the probe position counters.
Two replaceable probe calibration tubes are mounted above the
air cleaning stations providing check calibration immediately
before and after each tube inspection scan. The TSU is
connected by a trailing light-weight control umbilicus
comprising both pneumatic control lines and electrical sensor
connections to the pneumatic controller (Figure 5) located
outside the steam generator head. The TSU is shown in Figure
5 stored in the lid of the unit ready for shipment. On the
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Fig. 6 CANSCAN Probe Details

Fig. 4 Tube Select Unit (TSU) on
Tubesheet

Fig. 5 Pneumatic Controller for TSU

Fig. 7 Reactor Building Control
Unit (RBC) in a Simulated Inspection
Set-up
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tubesheet the TSU Is held firmly in position by two
retractable legs each with expanding collets to grasp the
tube inside walls. A "walk" sequence is achieved by lowering
the main TSU body with both probes at datum zero, i.e.,
probe cables not in the steam generator. The probe guide
rings normally at the tubesheet are then rotated 30 degrees
and the body raised. Next, one complete leg assembly is
retracted clear of the tubesheet and the main TSU body
rotated about the single leg still locked in position in the
tubesheet. The retracted leg is then raised and locked in
position in the tube; then the body is raised to lock firmly
against the tubesheet. Variations in the above walk sequence
are used to transfer the TSU from row to row.

3.3 Eddy Current Probe

This is one of the key components in the system, i.e., it is
the primary measurement transducer. This high saturation
absolute eddy current probe is the result of a research and
development program carried out by AECL-RC arising from
problems experienced during tests on Monel 400 tubes from
early designs of steam generators. Special problems arise
when testing MONEL 400 due to the fact that the material is
slightly ferromagnetic and does not have a discrete curie
temperature but rather a curie transition band around room
temperature. The tubes therefore may or may not be
ferromagnetic at room temperature. Prior to the development
of this high saturation probe it was impossible to detect and
identify wear under baffle plates. The final design used for
the CANSCAN system is shown in Figure 6. This articulated
form is slightly different from that previously reported by
V.S. Cecco(3) in a detailed report on the CANSCAN probe
design. All the CANSCAN design probes are field replaceable
without changing the complete cable and reel.

3.4 Eddy Current Instrument

The reference design remotely operated CANSCAN eddy current
instrument was developed by AECL-RC. The final units were,
however, designed and manufactured by Bristol Aerospace Ltd.
This new instrument provided:-
- increased instrument bandwidth (to accommodate the 0.5 m/s

probe scanning speed)
- increased gain
- increased signal to noise ratio
- a compact, totally enclosed instrument
- fully remote operation, e.g., gain, off-set adjustments,

frequency selection, etc.
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These features were not available in existing commercial
instruments. These eddy current instruments were located
inside the reactor containment and adjacent to the probe
drive units because of the cable length constraints already
imposed by the 30 m separation between the probe and the
instrument. This necessitated the use of full remote
operation for each instrument. Four instruments were
utilized, i.e., two per probe driva with one used for the
scan-in and one for the scan-out on each drive. This was
done because different frequencies were used for each
direction with the instrument outputs switched on drive
reversal. Effective instrument redundancy was also provided
in this way since all instruments could be remotely switched
to either frequency.

3.5 Audio/Video Communication Equipment

When the remote equipment is placed in its operating
position at the steam generator and is connected up, it is
important to check that everything is fully operational
before those personnel leave.

Audio links are provided using helmet mounted head sets with
throat microphones (see Figure 7). Provision is also made
for the future addition of a remotely operated TV camera and
accompanying TV monitor (see Figure 9).

3.6 Digital Link Input/Output Equipment

The Reactor Building control unit (RBC) is the final
component located within the reactor containment, and
contains all the remote instrumentation and system control
capability plus the two way communication links to the
CANSCAN instrumentation trailer. The system uses digital
high speed data (eddy current and status) and command
(control) channels plus two analog channels - TV video and
two way audio communication - all using a single coaxial
cable to communicate with the trailer located up to 300 m
from the reactor steam generator under test. The RBC unit is
shown connected up in Figure 7. It is not intended to be
opened within the reactor building and can, like the other
units, be washed down for decontamination purposes.

3.7 CANSCAN Trailer

This air conditioned CANSCAN Trailer was designed to meet the
requirements for the transportation of complex and bulky
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Fig. 8 CANSCAN Trailer Layout
Fig. 9 CANSCAN System Operator
Location

Fig. 10 CANSCAN System Analyst
Location
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equipment, and at the same time provide a permanent
Installation which could be relocated with the minimum of
disturbance* It provides a secure, completely self-contained
and isolated work environment outside the main station
buildings and becomes fully operational with the plugging in
of three lines 1) the power supply connection, 2) the
telephone, and, 3) the co-axial cable connection to the
in-reactor containment modules* The Bristol Aerospace (BAL)
control console located in the trailer is the out-of-reactor
termination for the co-axial cable from the digital link
input/output equipment module. The BAL Control Console is
connected to the main computers (Figure 8) and is controlled by
them during normal operation. The entire system is controlled
from the operator's station (Figure 9) which, continuously
provides information on the progress of the inspection on the
centre console. Immediately above it is a full size plot of the
tubesheet - which can be used to provide a visual check of
physical progress of the tubesheet mechanism (TSU). The
condensed test results are presented on the analyst's console
(Figure 10) in graphics form at the completion of each tube pair
scan. Hard copies are generated simultaneously on the high speed
printer-plotter shown at the left of the analyst's console. Disc
and tape storage is also provided together with space for
drawings and all documentation plus spare parts and test
instruments.

3.8 System Overall Operation

Having positioned the tube selector unit at the correct
'walk' start point and initialized the system the operator
then cues the system, i.e., initiates start of scan. Both
probe drives slowly advance the probe into the tubesheet then
accelerate up to maximum speed, start decelerating before
entering the tubesheet at the far end, stop in it, then, reverse
accelerate back to full speed and decelerate at the entry end to
slowly move to the datum zero points. The tube selector unit
"walks" to the next position and the cycle repeats. Meanwhile
the feature extraction program commences operation at the
completion of the scan-in and results, i.e., hard copies, are
provided before the scan-out is complete. Successive test
results are stored on magnetic tape. This sequence is maintained
until the inspection is completed.
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4. CANSCAN SYSTEM DESIGN OVERVIEW

4.1 General

The major decision to design the system as a computer-based
all-digital system was not a difficult one to make. Neither
was the decision to process the data on-line in real-time.
There was really no choice, since the preliminary analysis of
the data had to be complete within the 5 day scheduled shut-
down per year, and a recommended tube plugging table had
to be available for supervisory action immediately after the
48 hour inspection ended.

The advantages of digital data are obvious, particularly
within an integrated system with full graphics capability.
However, there are also fringe benefits, e.g., ease of
archiving large quantities of data-essential in this case
for mandatory long time storage of in-service inspection
data. For CANSCAN data in particular it means that the data
can be re-examined as and when new analytical techniques are
developed.

Fretting wear under baffle plates or lattice bars was deemed
to be the most likely tube failure mode in CANDU steam genera-
tors and the CANSCAN system was designed to cope specifically
with this problem. Accordingly, all tube signals for the
areas at each baffle plate or lattice bar and the immediate
neighborhoods are stored permanently by the system. In
CANSCAN terminology these are defined as EVENTS, i.e., an
expected identifiable signal at a known position, and the
position of these is indicated in Figure 1. By contrast an
unexpected signal is designated an ANOMALY which in the case
where there is a loss of tube material, e.g., crack or fret-
ting, is classified as a defect or malignant anomaly. It
could also be a tube dent or magnetite deposit in which case
there would be no loss of tube integrity. Note that an
anomaly can coincide with an event. All anomalies are stored
in addition to all events by the CANSCAN system. The remain-
ing inspection data obtained is essentially steady state and
correspondingly of not too much interest other than as an
indication of signal base line.

The latter is stored' at a fairly wide sampling interval. The
above procedure results in a considerable reduction in the
volume of data to be preserved - probably by about a factor
of five from that initially received.

Early experience with semi-automatic equipment operated
outside the reactor containment demonstrated the signal to
noise limitations imposed by attempting to feed low level
analog signals over relatively long cables plus other
grounding problems when using multiple cables. .The entire
CANSCAN system was therefore designed to utilize a single
coaxial cable. The eddy current instrumentation was designed
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as a remotely operated package located within the reactor

containment so that only high level signals were encoded for

transmission to the outside world.

The advantage Inherent in the Teleflex drive system, i.e., a
precise geared relationship between drive mechanism and the
probe cable was used to direct couple an accurate optical
incremental encoder providng an 0.1 mm probe axial
resolution. Local up-down counters then provided probe
position information and the 0.1 mm increments were used to
control and gate the sampled data flow to the CANSCAN
trailer.

One other procedure adopted was the use of permanent
calibration tubes mounted just below the tubesheet.
Calibration scans are always obtained in this way, at the
start and completion of each tube scan, and are embedded
permanently in the reactor data.

4.2 Hardware

A.2.1 CANSCAN Trailer Communication Link

The RG215U single coaxial cable provides four separate
communication channels between the trailer and the in-reactor
containment modules. These are:-

Channel

1. System Data/
System Status

2 . System Command
3 . TV Video

4 . Audio 1 kHz 3 kHz

- where each channel has its own transformer coupled trans-
mitter-receiver pair to allow simultaneous transmission in
all four channels.

Four analog signals are obtained for each probe - the X and Y
outputs of the eddy current instrument plus a YBAR and YPF
signal obtained by processing the Y component through an
analog function module. Sample and hold IC's triggered by the
0.1 mm position pulses are used to freeze the signal data,
which is then multiplexed through a 12 bit analog to digital
converter, and the four resulting digital values of X, Y, YBAR
and YPP are sequentially stored in read/write memory.

Centre frequency

1.1 MHz

10 MHz
60 MHz

Bandwidth

1.1 MHz

300 kHz
10 MHz
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These words are then processed through parallel to serial
buffers for transmission to the trailer in biphase PCM
format >

The line serial transmission to the trailer utilizes a twelve
16-bit-word format designated here as a frame. The first
four words are as noted above plus the probe drive 15 bit
binary position counter constituting the fifth word.
Similarly, the next five words use an identical format for
probe drive 2. Next is a status word which contains status
information code concerning the operation of all the
in-reactor containment modules, e.g., "No 1 probe drive eddy
current instrument in saturation". The final word in the
frame is a synchronizing word for control of the resulting
serial to parallel conversion. The total of 192 bits per
frame result in a maximum frame rate of 5729 frames/s which
presently limits the maximum probe speed to 0.57 m/s. It
also defines the frame rate when the probe is stationary.
When the probe is moving the normal transmission rate would
be 5000 frames/s. The former mode is used during the
calibration set-up carried out at the start of each
inspection campaign.

The 0.1 mm sampling interval was selected on the basis of
measurements made in the early stages. The BAL system was
designed and supplied to operate at this sampling interval.
Note that at this 0.1 mm resolution 400,000 data words would
be acquired per probe per direction for only the X and Y
signals. At a later date it became necessary to add the YBAR
and YFP signals and at that time the sampling interval at the
computers was increased to 0.2 mm. Further program timing
tests and detailed probe signal measurements carried out in
1978 resulted in a further increase in the analysis sampling
interval to 0.4 mm - its present value. The reduction in
bandwidth imposed by this lower sampling rate is not quite as
drastic as it appears. This is because considerable flux
fringing occurs at the eddy current probe coil. A defect is
accordingly detected before and after the probe coil reaches
it. A defect results in a "smeared" signal in this manner
and provides a signal which in the case of a through-hole,
extends up to four times the corresponding hole diameter.

Command Information' is sent only from the trailer to the
in-reactor containment modules and the serial Bi-phase PCM
encoded information is modulated on the 10 MHz carrier and
transmitted at a data rate of 55,000 bits/s. A synchron-
izing word is generated before each command word is sent.
If no commands are sent the synchronizing words are
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sent continuously. A total of 68 commands can be transmitted
to the four remote modules, allocated as follows:-
- 28 for the two eddy current instruments

8 for the TV camera
- 16 for the tube selector unit
- 16 for the two probe drives

In the interest of safety, certain of the commands that
control rotating equipment, e.g., "probe drive run", have
special timing functions incorporated in the receiving
Command latches located in the RBC to automatically reset -
i.e., fail safe, if the command is not repeated within 16 ms.

4.2.2 BAL Control Console

This unit as shown in the left of Figure 9 is the Trailer
mounted BAL base unit. This includes the system
microprocessor (M6800) plus the coaxial transmission line
termination transmitters and receivers; two eddy current CRT
display units and all the necessary push buttons, indicating
lights and numeric displays for manual operation.

This unit also houses the three interconnecting buffers
between the BAL subsystem and the two HP1000 computers.

4.2.2.1 Command Instructions (8 Bit Buffer) from CPU 2

An 8 bit parallel byte is received from the HP1000 computer
(CPU2) is decoded by the BAL software and then transmitted to
the appropriate module for execution.

4.2.2.2 Status Messages (8 Bit Buffer) to CPU 2

These are transmitted to the HP1000 Computers (CPU2) in two 8
bit bytes with the first byte indicating the status type and
the second giving status data/condition. In the case of the
TSU probe lattice position message this comprises a 12 byte
string, i.e., the lattice positions for two probes.

4.2.2.3 Data Channel (16 Bit Buffer) to CPU1

A mixed process of hardware and software demultiplexing is
necessary to route each data word in each frame to the
correct user device following serial to parallel conversion
on arrival. The actions are:-
- Status and position information is software decoded by the

M6800 for onward transmission to CPU2;
- digital eddy current data and probe position is sent

directly to the HP1000 buffer interface (CPU1) without any
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software processing (as the data rate is too high), i.e.,
only hardware transfer of data. Although hardware D/A
converters are used to drive the console CRT monitors.

4.2.3 Main Operator Station

When in the normal system automatic mode all system control
is through the HP2648 console shown centre in Figure 9. A
split screen mode of presentation is used with the static
upper half displaying the updated system test status, e.g.,
the number of tubes tested, the tubesheet lattice position of
the tubes presently being tested, time, shift number, number
of tube graphic displays queued, etc. All system messages are
scrolled onto the lower display segment. There may be a
commentary on status messages received from the BAL system or
error messages signalling system fault. Operator commands
through the keyboard control the system start and stop, set
the date and time, etc. A "HELP" list can be called by the
Operator which lists all the commands available to him and
their actions.

4.2.4 Analyst's Station

A duplicate HP2648 graphics console is used to present all
the Events and Anomalies received for each tube to the
Analyst in the format shown in Figure 16. Gross anomalies
are readily detected visually and can be noted immediately.
Normally each full scan is automatically printed out on-line
by the Versatec printer-plotter shown at the left on Figure
10. This sequence can be stopped at any time, by the Analyst
keying-in the necessary command. A check can be made on the
same tube for the reverse scan data (a different frequency)
or the automatic plot sequence resumed. The labelled hard
copy can be studied off-line for more subtle signal effects.
The whole system can be used off-line to re-run the
compressed data records stored on the magnetic tape archives.

4.2.5 FIFO Hardware Buffers (CPU1)

The raw data as read in from the probes via the BAL console
buffer is fed to the first-in first-out (FIFO) data buffer
interface (one for each probe) in CPU1. Each FIFO comprises
two buffers, a small temporary one and a main one; the former
checks the data validity and executes the divide by 2 or 4
(switch settable) necessary to obtain the required 0.2 or 0.4
mm sampling rate. The main buffer then accumulates the data
for the last 15.2 mm of tube scanned. When buffer overflow is
signalled, CPU1 empties the buffer at DMA rates to main
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Fig. 15 Pilger Noise Details
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memory. The timing of the FIFO relative to the data frames
is shown in Figure 11. These buffers were designed and
manufactured at CRNL to match both the external hardware (BAL)
and the internal software.

4.3 CANSCAN System Software

4.3.1 BAL Console

The BAL system software developed by MicroCyber Systems Ltd.,
Winnipeg provides the following:-
a. Outputs correct sequence of detailed leg movements to the

BAL-tube selector unit and follows a pre-programmed
walking trail from a known starting point. Present
position is computed by dead reckoning.

b. Encoding, transfer and execution of all input commands
- from the keyboard in manual mode,
- from the HP1000 in automatic mode.

c. Handling and display of all error messages and alarm
functions as well as status decoding and follow-up.

4.3.2 CANSCAN Computer

The system comprises two Hewlett Packard 21 MXE computers
functioning through two independent linked executive
programs. The raw probe data is stored on a HF7905 disc
under the control of CPU1. The latter is linked to a second
HP21 MXE (CPU2) which directs and monitors the data
collection and which can directly access the data stored on
the HP79O5. The critical time-dependent programming for
these was developed by Canadian Astronautics Ltd., Ottawa.

4.3.2.1 CPU1 (HP2109A with 32K Word Memory)

The incoming data processed through the input FIFO's is
defined as raw data. It enters into memory as blocks of 190
words which are merged into a large data buffer of 6144
words (1 disc track) for eventual storage onto the raw data
disc. During the reverse scan the data is packed in the
reverse sequence for writing to disc (this permits the same
feature extraction program to be used in CPU2). Each large
(complete or incomplete) buffer is adequately labelled both
with CANSCAN system and also block identification.

CPU1 and 2 communicate with each other through two Hewlett
Packard microcircuit interface cards. This permits 16 bit
parallel data transfer each way plus control and signal
flags, with message echo verification. As indicated in
Figure 12 CPU1 functions as a very fast but relatively simple
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raw data collection and storage unit, controlled by applica-
tion software on CPU2, and synchronized with the incoming
high speed data stream. The programs are entirely main
memory resident.

4.3.2.2 CPU2 (HP2113B with 96K Word Memory)

This computer runs under the control of the HP RTE-IV
multiprogramming executive and the major program functions
are shown in Figure 13 with the output and storage functions
shown in Figure 14. The main program of interest here is the
feature extraction and event location program. As previously
noted (Figure 1) a numbered event numbering system is used to
designate event identity. This has been used by Ontario
Hydro to develop a program to calculate an expected event
position measured from the datum zero position knowing the
tubesheet tube lattice position. These results are stored in
look-up table form for access by the operating system
program. /

It will be obvious that although the tube data is processed
in real time no attempt has been made to analyze the data as
it is being entered, i.e., the preliminary analysis carried
out by the system is always at least two tubes behind. There
are several advantages to this, for instance, both the
success of the scan and the amount of data collected are
known. There are also no additional priority conflicts
between the two probe data acquisition systems.

The feature extraction program was developed at CRNL by R.G.
Jarvis based on a technique which had been successfully
applied to the profilometry of irradiated fuel
elements(4)(5). It was initially intended to analyze the
composite eddy current signal vector. However, the newer
Monel 400 tubes exhibited considerable pilger noise (a cyclic
variation in tube wall thickness produced during the tube
manufacturing process). This resulted in substantial signal
modification as shown in Figure 15 upper (X) trace. The
CANSCAN analysis was therfore restricted to the Y signal
only.

A measure of signal noise was essential for the feature
extraction process. But it was not possible to obtain a
noise figure digitally because of the calculation time
necessary to compute running averages and calculate peak to
peak swings for the 50,000 or so points involved. The
required YBAR and YPP signals were therefore obtained by
analog processing of the Y signal using two functions
modules. The former was achieved using an eight pole low
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pass Butterworth filter and the latter by using an RMS unit.
These function modules are located with the eddy current
instrument packages in the RBC.

The program scans the data to detect significant deviations
from the general signal level. Events are localized signals
as previously noted covering much less than 20 cm. Another
classification is "Wide Anomalies" mainly caused by tube
U-bends which may be up to 160 cm long. X and Y points for
all events and their immediate neighbourhood are stored and
other than some coarse base line data the rest is rejected.
The events detected are sorted against the known events and
noted as:-
a) events coinciding with support positions,
b) events between support positions, i.e., anomalies; these

appear separately in the final graphics print out.

The feature extraction process used is to look for events
(which can consist of single or multiple peaks) identified
by testing for shoulders rather than testing for peaks. Each
event must then have a right shoulder and a left shoulder,
i.e., points where there is a sharp change in gradient from
the general trend and significant deviation from the noise.
This routine is started by filling the scan buffers in CPU2
with the first two raw data blocks from disc and retrieving
the expected event matrix for that tube from disc. The
initial scan process is to scan the YBAR signal looking for
left shoulders rising from a flat area. When found, the scan
process skips ahead to look for another flat area then
reverses direction and searches backward looking for the
corresponding right shoulder. The approximate shoulders are
then adjusted to more precise values by using absolute Y
values. The event positions are then computed from datum
zero and compared with the expected event. Results are
stored on the large CPU2 disc as compressed data files. This
process is repeated until all the raw data for that tube have
been scanned.

The final stage of the inspection process is concerned with
the graphics. Here the condensed data is presented as a
multiple signal plot with all the events and anomalies for a
tube plotted in a single display. The hieroglyphics shown in
Figure 16 may appear puzzling to begin with but following
some study a reasonable commentary can be made. The human
eye functions well as a comparator and for similar shapes
can identify a 'rogue' shape very quickly. In the example
shown in Figure 16 only four different shapes are involved -
it is fairly obvious that event No. 13 is different from its
neighbours-that particular event actually has fretting wear
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under it. Figure 17 is a computer plot of raw data (obtained
off-line) showing four of the five signals involved in a
subframe transmission. Figure 18 shows an anomaly - in this
case a 1.6 mm diameter external hole in the tube wall 0.7 mm
deep. Figure 19 has been included to show a wide anomaly
resulting from a U-bend. It also demonstrates the success of
the system in producing a homogeneous trace - although it is
constructed of several different program outputs - base line
events, etc. All the signals of interest are reduced to a
single sheet of paper for inspection. Final long-term data
storage is on magnetic tape.

5.0 CONCLUSION

Other than the problems resulting from the Teleflex drive
cables the experience so far with the prototype system has
been reasonable. Following system acceptance tests at CRNL
the equipment was moved to Pickering NGS for site testing and
operator training. The CANSCAN System is scheduled for its
first in-service inspection at Pickering NGS in May 1981.

The advantages inherent in the CANSCAN system approach can be
summarized as follows:-

1. It- is a highly automated high speed inspection system ~
the operating crew normally consists of two persons.

2. The computer facilities are securely located in a trailer
unit - very little set-up delay is involved and only a
single data cable connection is required.

3. The fully labelled tube inspection data is available in
two formats a) analog hard copy for immediate visual
assessment, b) digital for long-term storage or further
analysis.

4. Only compact rugged modules requiring minimum cable
interconnection are required within the reactor
containment.

5. System compatible designs of eddy current instruments are
used. These are stable high gain and fast response
units.

6. Replaceable high performance CANSCAN probes.
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